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When is the SDS updated?	

     SDSs are required to be accurate at the time of sale. An SDS will be required to be updated when the 
supplier becomes aware of any "significant new data". The definition of "significant new data" is: 
     "New data regarding the hazard presented by a hazardous product that change its classification in a 
category or subcategory of a hazard class, or result in its classification in another hazard class, or change the 
ways to protect against the hazard presented by the hazardous product." (Source: Canada Gazette, Part II,   
Hazardous Products Regulations, Section 5.12 (1)) 
     This definition means that an SDS must be updated when there is new information that changes how the 
hazardous product is classified, or when there are changes to the way you will handle or store or protect you 
from the hazards of the product. 
     SDSs will be required to be updated within 90 days of the supplier being aware of the new information. If 
you purchase a product within this 90 day time period, the supplier must inform you of the significant new data 
and the date on which it became available in writing 
  
Appreciation 
 
I have received a number of calls thanking CFA for having the 30 minute free consultation with the law firm of 
MacDonald, Sager, Manis LLP.   Jordan Cohen of this firm handles the corporate work for CFA and we 
appreciate the time and information he has provided us now and in the past.   As well, we are fortunate to have 
Christine Jonathan on board to handle calls about employment, litigation and lease default matters.   Jordan 
specializes in corporate and commercial real estate and lease negotiation matters.   They can be reached by 
calling (416) 364-1553 or email jcohen@msmlaw.net or cjonathan@msmlaw.net.  
 
Editorial - Allied Trades Representatives 
 
None of us should be so smug that we believe that we know best how to run our businesses.   There is a 
resource out there that can be relied on to provide constructive ideas and suggestions that would help improve 
our businesses and the bottom line of our statements.   
 
I refer to the allied trade representative that visits our plants on a weekly or monthly basis.   These men and 
women are privy to knowing what is going on in the industry and have visited many plant operations that are 
successful and thriving.   They can spot problems in your plant that you either do not see or have accepted as 
normal.    
 
You should ask them for their constructive opinions that may help you improve your plant, whether it is in 
production, cleanliness, image, or anything else that they can see that will help you improve your business.   
Remember that if you are successful, they will also be successful because their sales to your business will 
grow as yours sales do as well.   
 



Allied trades representatives do not receive enough appreciation that those of us in the industry who have 
listened to their advice and have benefited from it.   Next time one of these representatives come into your 
plant, greet them warmly and give them the time to talk about their products and services 
 
New Information 
 
In an attempt to providing fairness in information about home laundry vs. drycleaning, I have done a little 
research and submit the following information.   It indicates that home laundering is not necessarily the most 
environmentally safest way to clean your garments.   Please read the sample reports and you can find 
additional information on the web.   There are many environmentally safe methods and systems that will 
protect the environment.   Investigate the one you want to use.   
 
We should take this as an opportunity to advise our customers that a professional cleaner is required by law to 
have in place the systems and equipment to prevent the flow of any pollutants into the ecosystem.   A home 
laundry machine does not have these.   Give the consumers, especially those concerned about the 
environment, a reason to bring back the volumes of articles that we used to clean.   Below are just two 
scientific reports among a host of others that indicate the environmental problem we face. 
Click on this URL address or google  the following heading.      
<https://www.bing.com/search?q=Washing+Clothes+May+Release+Hundreds+of+Thousands+of+Micro
fibers+Into+Wastewater&form=PRCAEN&pc=UP97&httpsmsn=1&refig=05ed07b00622432d8fe61ee6b8d
19d43> 
Washing Clothes May Release Hundreds of Thousands of Microfibers into Wastewater 

Microfibers and microplastics constitute a growing issue in water contamination, and washing clothes may 
contribute to the problem. 

If there is one thing teenagers seem less than inclined to do, it’s doing the laundry. Akin to washing the dishes 
or other commonplace household tasks, the use of a washing machine is, for many young adolescents, far 
from effortless. Thanks to a recent study, however, they may just have a point. 

Microscopic fibers may be the most pernicious microplastic. A study from Plymouth University found that “more 
than 700,000 microscopic fibres could be released into wastewater during each use of a domestic washing 
machine, with many of them likely to pass through sewage treatment and into the environment”.4 These 
microscopic fibers are known as “microfibers” and many are synthetic.3 Despite their pervasiveness, not much 
is known about microfibers yet. While this discovery about microfibers is somewhat new, microfibers contribute 
to the prevalence of microplastics. Some studies identify microfibers as the dominant microplastic.1, 3                             

What are microplastics? Microplastics are exactly what they sound like: extremely small pieces of plastic often 
found in health and beauty products, as well as in marine environments. Microplastics can be synthesized or 
can arise from the degradation of larger plastic products, such as water bottles.1 

The most prominent and distinguishing trait of microplastics including microfibers is the size.1 Because of their 
minuscule size, microplastics can pass through spaces in conventional water filtration systems, leaving the 
supposedly-clean water polluted.4 Additionally, since microplastics are so small, it is difficult to track and to 
address them sufficiently, unlike other forms of water pollution that have easily perceptible symptoms, like 
eutrophication and oil sheens.5 In fact, relatively little is known about the exact source of microplastics and 
how we can address them.1 But studies are pointing to microfibers. 



Microfibers from clothes  The Plymouth University study about microfibers “washed various fabrics under 
different conditions and extracted the fibers from the waste effluent. The fibers were then examined using an 
electron microscope”.4 In addition to the concentration of microfibers found in the effluent, the study found that 
“the addition of bio-detergents or conditioners tended to release more fibers”.4 Although the Plymouth 
University study is the most recent, earlier studies also linked microfiber pollution to washing clothes. For 
example, in 2016, a study by researchers at the University of California at Santa Barbara found that synthetic 
fleece jackets release about 1.7 grams of microfibers per wash. In addition, that study found that older fleeces 
shed nearly twice as many fibers as new jackets.3 

Negative effects of microplastics  While research about microfibers is recent but growing, microplastics have 
the capacity to adversely affect marine organisms if left in aquatic environments for extended periods of time. It 
is likely that marine animal’s tissues and cells can store microplastics and microfibers, making it easier for 
certain contaminants called hydrophobic organic contaminants that depend on bioavailability and sorption to 
determine their environmental impacts to accumulate inside the marine animals, “with probable negative 
consequences for health”.1 This indicates that the accumulation of microplastics in aquatic environments could 
lead to an increase in the concentration of contaminants in the bodies of marine organisms and a decrease in 
biodiversity. 

The same groundbreaking study linked the abundance of microplastics on 18 shorelines spanning six 
continents to washing clothes. Specifically, among other points, the study concluded that an “important source 
of microplastic appears to be through sewage contaminated by fibers from washing clothes”.1 In addition to 
oceans, microfibers have also been found in freshwater, including the Great Lakes.3 This illustrates that 
microfibers taint the potentially recyclable water. 

Pollution prevention  Despite the relatively recent emergence of microplastics as a principal issue in water 
contamination, there have already been measures taken to alleviate the effects of microfibers. The European 
organization Mermaids has begun to develop a more cohesive washing machine filter not only aimed at 
“preventing the buildup of microfibers in septic tanks but also at preventing the discharge of contaminated 
water into wastewater systems”.2 This technology can be used to make other filtration systems more effective, 
leading not only to limiting the discharge of microfibers and microplastics but also reducing common pollutants 
generally. 

Some other possible solutions to this microfiber contamination problem are waterless washing machines, 
better quality clothes, clothes treated with an anti-shedding treatment, a nanoball that attracts and captures 
microfibers, a home-filter on washing machines. These solutions, however, require industry support that does 
not yet exist.3 

Of course, this in no way should disincentivize using a washing machine: it’s simply a part of life. Even 
researchers from the aforementioned Plymouth University study assured everyone that they were “not 
advocating that this research should trigger something similar to the recently announced ban on microbeads”.4 
Rather, they suggested that “voluntary or policy intervention should be directed toward reducing [microfiber] 
emissions either via changes in textile design or filtration of effluent, or both”.4 To conclude, it should be 
recognized that with every wash using a conventional machine, hundreds of thousands of microfibers are 
potentially released into the wastewater system. Microfibers and microplastics constitute a problem that needs 
to be addressed. Save the Water is working to detect water contaminants. 



Inside the lonely fight against the biggest environmental problem you've never heard of 

In 2011, an ecologist released an alarming study showing that tiny clothing fibers could be the biggest source 
of plastic in our oceans. The bigger problem? No one wanted to hear it.   Ecologist Mark Browne knew he’d 
found something big when, after months of tediously examining sediment along shorelines around the world, 
he noticed something no one had predicted: fibers. Everywhere. They were tiny and synthetic and he was 
finding them in the greatest concentration near sewage outflows. In other words, they were coming from us. 

In fact, 85% of the human-made material found on the shoreline were microfibers, and matched the types of 
material, such as nylon and acrylic, used in clothing.  It is not news that microplastic – which the National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration defines as plastic fragments 5mm or smaller – is ubiquitous in all five 
major ocean gyres. And numerous studies have shown that small organisms readily ingest microplastics, 
introducing toxic pollutants to the food chain. 

How your clothes are poisoning our oceans and food supply 

By sampling wastewater from domestic washing machines, Browne estimated that around 1,900 individual 
fibers can be rinsed off a single synthetic garment - ending up in our oceans. 

Alarmed by his findings, Browne reached out to prominent clothing brands for help. He sought partnerships to 
try to determine the flow of synthetic fibers from clothing to the washing machine to the ocean.  

In 2013, Brown presented his vision for a program called Benign by Design, backed by a team of engineers 
and scientists from academic institutions around the world as well as from the Environmental Protection 
Agency. The group’s goal is to help the industry tackle the problem of synthetic microfiber migration into 
waterways and marine ecosystems. He proposed creating a range of working groups where scientists and 
industry representatives would work together to develop synthetic materials that do not shed synthetic fibers – 
or do so minimally but are still cost-effective, high-performing and, if possible, rely on recycled materials. 

Bad chemistry 

Browne’s difficulty in finding companies to cooperate might be compounded by the fact that the industry that is 
already under scrutiny for different environmental issues. According to the World Bank, textile manufacturing 
generates up to 20% of industrial wastewater in China, and a number of environmental groups, chiefly 
Greenpeace, have launched campaigns to pressure clothing makers to rid their supply chains of toxic 
chemicals, such as perfluorinated chemicals (PFCs) used in textile processing. PFCs are linked to 
environmental toxicity and human health problems, and Kevin Brigden, a chemist and Greenpeace honorary 
research fellow, says some manufacturers are finally beginning to phase them out. 

But Brigden fears microfibers released from synthetic fibers could just as chemically hazardous. “Some 
chemicals are very water soluble, so they wash out [into wastewater during textile manufacturing],” Brigden 
says. “Others are less soluble so they take time to wash off. If fabrics break down then [microfibers] are 
another pathway for those [chemicals into the environment].” 

Today's Chuckle 
"I went to a restaurant that serves breakfast at any time. So I ordered French toast during the Renaissance."   -  Steven 
Wright 
 



Thank you to Nancy McConnell of Gibson’s Cleaners who submitted these articles. 
Should You Clean Your Car at Home or at a Car Wash? 

Want to save money? Then you know the deal: Haul out that hose and sponge. Want to save time? Also a 
no-brainer: Drop by the car wash on your way home. But if you’re looking for the more earth-friendly way to 
clean your wheels, the answer may surprise you. 
When you scrub your sedan at home, the dirty water, tinged with traces of motor oil, antifreeze, and gasoline 
that your car has picked up on the road, runs down the driveway and into storm drains, which empty into local 
rivers and creeks. This runoff can coat the gills of fish (and tadpoles!) in these smaller waterways, suffocating 
them. Detergents also cause harm. 
On the other hand, the runoff produced by an automatic car wash (or even a guy who washes your car at a 
gas station) is subject to wastewater laws. That means either it goes to the local sewage-treatment plant, 
where it is filtered and cleaned, just like the water from your pipes at home, or it is recycled on-site by the 
business. The leftover gunk is disposed of at a landfill. Automatic car washes also tend to use as little as 30 
gallons of water per car; at home, with a regular garden hose, you’ll use that amount of water in about four 
minutes. So give yourself a guilt-free break and let the pros handle the job. 

5 Differences Between Hand Washing & Automated Washing: Which Is Better For You? 

As you probably know, were in the 21st century now. Washing your car has never been easier. Especially 
since a newer, more efficient and hassle free method of getting your car washed has emerged in the form of 
automated machine car washes. Of course, if you have the time to get a little wet and soapy you can always 
wash your car the old fashioned way at home or take it to a car wash that will do it by hand. 
So then, here’s the big question for you, what’s the difference between getting your car washed by hand 
versus by a machine? 
Let’s dive into the 5 differences between hand & automated car washing! 
#1 The most noticeable difference is speed. It takes at the most 5 to 10 minutes to get your car washed 
automatically by a machine. Whereas, if you get your washed by hand, it will take at least 20 minutes if you 
rush, but if you want to do it right it will take at least an hour. 
#2 One of these car washing methods is more environmentally friendly than the other, can you guess which 
one it is? 
While you’re loving on your car in the driveway with your hose (Yes, you should have laughed by now) and 
detergent feeling satisfied with your handy work, your also damaging the environment. All of the grease, 
detergent, oils and other chemicals that run off of your car end up in your local water supply and ecosystem, 
causing lots of pollution. Next time you want to wash your car at home, think about your kid’s future! 
#3 Obviously, getting your car washed by a machine won’t make you tired at all. Whereas, if you do decide to 
wash your car by hand, you’ll be pretty tired and a little wet when you’re done. 



#4 This difference is small, but to be fair it still counts. Getting your car washed by a machine is usually more 
expensive than washing your car by hand, but it can be cheaper. The cost when it comes to washing your car 
just depends on your preferences. 
#5 Automated car washes don’t make mistakes, they don’t get tired and they never forget a step. Washing a 
car can be pretty complex. There are certain steps that have to be done to make sure that your car is clean 
and undamaged. People on the other hand, do make mistakes and do sometimes accidentally damage their 
car. 
When all is said and done, automatic car washes are better for most people. Do you agree or disagree? 

Canada: WSIB Rate Framework Policies Finalized  

The Workplace Safety and Insurance Board (WSIB) has finalized the following core policies which will support 
the new Rate Framework, to be implemented on January 1, 2020: 

• Coverage Status 
• The Classification Structureingle or Multiple Premium Rates 
• Associated Employers 
• Employer Level Premium Rate Setting 
• Employer Premium Adjustment 

As previously reported, the WSIB held public consultations from August 14, 2017 to January 15, 2018 with a 
view to receiving stakeholder feedback on the Rate Framework draft policies, which were originally approved 
by the WSIB Board of Directors on November 14, 2016. When they become effective, these core policies will 
replace the current policies regarding classification, rate setting and retroactive experience rating, among 
others. 

Of note is that the new Employer Level Premium Rate Setting policy (Operational Policy Manual 14-02-01) will 
replace the current policies on the Merit Adjusted Premium Program (MAP), New Experimental Experiment 
Rating Plan (NEER), and Construction Industry Plan (CAD-7). The new policy introduces a uniform two-step 
model to set premium rates for Schedule 1 employers. 
 
The Rate Framework will fundamentally change the way the WSIB classifies Schedule 1 employers and sets 
their premium rates.  The content of this article is intended to provide a general guide to the subject matter. 
Specialist advice should be sought about your specific circumstances 

Florida Cell Phone Law Passed June 28, 018.   They passed a new law in Florida that if the cops see you 
with your phone in hand while driving, you will get a $250.00 ticket ad you will be sent to driving school.   
http:www.dmvflorida.org/cell-phone-distractions.shtml  
 
Let	us	not	forget:		A	GOOD	WOMAN	IS	NOT	INTERESTED	IN	YOUR	MONEY	OR	YOUR	STATUS.		WHAT	SHE	
WANTS	FROM	YOU	IS	YOUR	TIME,	LOYALTY,	LOVE,	AND	COMMITMENT.	
 
Today's Chuckles - I had a job selling security alarms door to door and I was really good at it. If no one was 
home I would just leave a brochure on the kitchen table. 
 
I joined Gamblers Anonymous; they gave me two to one I wouldn't make it.  Rodney Dangerfield 



The following companies are sponsoring the conference on Friday as well as the Friday night cocktail 
party.   There will be additional sponsors announced shortly. 

Kemco Systems; G.A. Braun; Gurtler Industries Inc.; American Laundry Systems;      

                    

On behalf of the Canadian Fabricare Association, I would like to extend our sincere thanks to these 
companies for stepping forward to financially assist our association to conduct a great conference.   
When considering purchasing goods or services, please give your first consideration to an allied trade 
member.   They are supporting us and we must continue to support them.  We are awaiting more 
support from other companies and allied trade members.   

The following companies will have Table Top presentations at the conference: 
 
Check Point Software Technologies (Jodi Munro, Robert Falzon);  
Dalex Canada (Ashlynn McConvey);  
East Coast Laundry Systems (Peter Blunden);  
Environment Canada (Pamela Finlayson) – Compliance Information 
Extox Industries (Artur Keyes);  
EZ Products (Diane Rue);  
GreenEarth Cleaning Canada (Robert Kuenzlen);  
Harco (Rob Jackson);  
Lavanett (Earl Eeichen);  
Laundrapp (Miguel Galan Davis) 
Ontario Laundry Systems (Craig Gibson); 
Sanitone (John Regan);  
Sparkle Solutions (Bruce Miller)  

          

    
 

 
The Bathtub Test 
During a visit to the mental asylum, I asked the director how you determine whether or not a patient 
should be institutionalized. 
“Well,” said the director, “we fill up a bathtub, then we offer a teaspoon , a teacup and a bucket to the 
patient and ask him or her to empty the bathtub…l” 
“Oh, I understand,” I said.   “A normal person would use the bucket because it’s bigger than the 
spoon or the teacup.” 
“No,” said the director, “A normal person would pull the plug.   Do you want a bed near the window?” 



The following companies and individuals are sponsoring the conference in October:  
 
Fabricare Cleaning Centers (Clark McDaniel) – Luncheon on Saturday  
GreenEarth Cleaning Canada (Robert Kuenzlen) – Coffee Breaks (2) 
Check Point Software Technologies (Jodi Munro)  –  Overall Conference Support 
Cleaners Supply – Gift Certificates 
East Coast Laundry Systems (Peter Blunden) – Saturday night wine at dinner (co-sponsor) 
Richard J. Rivard & Margaret Rivard - Saturday night wine at dinner (co-sponsor) 
Newtex Cleaners(Michelle Krulicki & Donna Renault)–Sat.night wine at dinner (co-sponsor) 
Sparkle Solutions (Bruce Miller) – Speakers Gifts 
Dalex (Ashlynn McConvey) – Saturday morning breakfast (co-sponsor) 
Harco (Rob Jackson) – Saturday night cocktail hour (co-sponsor) 
Willms & Shier Environmental Lawyers (Jacquelyn Stevens) - Saturday night cocktail hour (co-sponsor) 
Laundrapp (Miguel Galan Davis) – Co-sponsor Saturday morning breakfast 
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This is Priceless – Submitted by Ian Gibson of Ontario Laundry Systems – Thank you 
Checking out at the store, the young cashier suggested to the much older lady that she should bring her own 
grocery bags, because plastic bags are not good for the environment.		
			
The woman apologized to the young girl and explained, "We didn't have this 'green thing' back in my earlier 
days."		
 		
The young clerk responded, "That's our problem today. Your generation did not care enough to save our 
environment for future generations."		
			
The older lady said that she was right  our generation didn't have the "green thing" in its day. The older lady 
went on to	explain:				Back then, we returned milk bottles, soda bottles and beer bottles to the store. The store 
sent them back to the plant to be washed and sterilized and refilled, so it could use the same bottles over and 
over. So they really were recycled. But we didn't have the "green thing" back in our day.		
 		
Grocery stores bagged our groceries in brown paper bags that we reused for numerous things. Most 
memorable besides household garbage bags was the use of brown paper bags as book covers for our school 
books. This was to ensure that public property (the books provided for our use by the school) was not defaced 
by our scribblings. Then we were able to personalize our books on the brown paper bags. But, too bad we 
didn't do the "green thing" back then.		
 		
We walked up stairs because we didn't have an escalator in every store and office building. We walked to the 
grocery store and didn't climb into a 300-horsepower machine every time we had to go two blocks. But she 
was right. We didn't have the "green thing" in our day.		
 		
Back then we washed the baby's diapers because we didn't have the throw away kind. We dried clothes on a 
line, not in an energy-gobbling machine burning up 220 volts. Wind and solar power really did dry our clothes 
back in our early days. Kids got hand-me-down clothes from their brothers or sisters, not always brand-new 
clothing. But that young lady is right; we didn't have the "green thing" back in our day.		
 		
Back then we had one TV, or radio, in the house -- not a TV in every room. And the TV had a small screen the 
size of a handkerchief (remember them?), not a screen the size of the state of Montana. In the kitchen we 
blended and stirred by hand because we didn't have electric machines to do everything for us. When we 
packaged a fragile item to send in the mail, we used wadded up old newspapers to cushion it, not Styrofoam or 
plastic bubble wrap. Back then, we didn't fire up an engine and burn gasoline just to cut the lawn. We used a 
push mower that ran on human power. We exercised by working so we didn't need to go to a health club to run 
on treadmills that operate on electricity. But she's right; we didn't have the "green thing" back then.		
 		
We drank from a fountain when we were thirsty instead of using a cup or a plastic bottle every time we had a 
drink of water. We refilled writing pens with ink instead of buying a new pen, and we replaced the razor blade 
in a razor instead of throwing away the whole razor just because the blade got dull. But we didn't have the 
"green thing" back then.		
 		
Back then, people took the streetcar or a bus and kids rode their bikes to school or walked instead of turning 
their moms into a 24-hour taxi service in the family's $45,000 SUV or van, which cost what a whole house did 
before the "green thing." We had one electrical outlet in a room, not an entire bank of sockets to power a 
dozen appliances. And we didn't need a computerized gadget to receive a signal beamed from satellites 
23,000 miles out in space in order to find the nearest burger joint.		
 		
But isn't it sad the current generation laments how wasteful we old folks were just because we didn't have the 
"green thing" back then?		



Why teachers start or continue to drink heavily. 
  
The following questions were in one of last year's GED (grade 12 equivalent) examination. (These are 
genuine answers). 
  
Q. How is dew formed?  A. The sun shines down on the leaves and makes them perspire. 
 
Q. What guarantees may a mortgage company insist on? 
A. If you are buying a house, they will insist that you are well endowed. 
 
Q. In a democratic society, how important are elections? 
A. Very important.  Sex can only happen when a male gets an election. 
 
Q. What are steroids? A. Things for keeping carpets still on the stairs. (Shoot yourself now, there is little hope.) 
 
Q. What happens to your body as you age? 
A. When you get old, so do your bowels and you get intercontinental. 
 
Q. What happens to a boy when he reaches puberty? 
A. He says goodbye to his boyhood and looks forward to his adultery. (So true) 
 
Q. Name a major disease associated with cigarettes.  A. Premature death. 
 
Q. What is artificial insemination?  A. When the farmer does it to the bull instead of the cow. 
 
Q How can you delay milk turning sour?  A. Keep it in the cow. (Simple, but brilliant) 
 
Q. How are the main 20 parts of the body categorized (e.g. The abdomen)? 
A. The body is consisted into 3 parts - the brainium, the borax and the abdominal cavity. The brainium contains 
the brain, the borax contains the heart and lungs, and the abdominal cavity contains the five bowels: A,E,I,O,U. 
  
Q. What is the fibula?   A.. A small lie. 
 
Q. What does 'varicose' mean? A. Nearby. 
 
Q. What is the most common form of birth control? 
A. Most people prevent contraception by wearing a condominium. (That would work.) 
 
Q. Give the meaning of the term 'Caesarean section.  A. The caesarean section is a district in Rome. 
 
Q. What is a seizure?  A. A Roman Emperor. (Julius Seizure, I came, I saw, I had a fit. 
 
Q What is a terminal illness?  A. When you are sick at the airport. (Irrefutable) 
 
Q. What does the word 'benign' mean?  A Benign is what you will be after you be eight.  (brilliant) 
  
Q. Name the four seasons.  A. .Salt, pepper, mustard and vinegar!!!  
  


